A study of six Munda languages shows that the syntactic category cornpound verb (which alternates with simple verb) may be identified in each one of them. However, while com~und verbs in South Munda form systems which closely resemble those found in adjacent Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages, North and Central Munda feature compound verbs of a very different sort. The South Munda type seems to have arisen as the result of cross-linguistic diffusion from its neighbors while that in North and Central Munda owes its origin to independent developments.
The compound verb is one of the syntactico-semantic phenomena common to most South Asian languages regardless of their genetic affiliations (Masica 1976: 141-58) . It has been studied in some detail in Indo-Aryan (Poffzka, Hook, Cardona, Zbavitel, etc.) and in Dravidian (Schiffman, Bhat, Annamalai, etc.) , but has so far eluded the undivided attention of Austro-Asiaticists. I Even for those languages whose compound verb systems have been analyzed with greater thoroughness the precise definition of the category has been a subject of uncertainty and controversy.2 Since I have taken an active part in trying to resolve such controversies vis-a-vis the compound verb in Indo-Aryan3 I have some reason to hope that I may be able to make a contribution to a horizontal study of the phenomenon within the languages of the Munda family, even if I am not a Mundaist.
The present paper may be divided into four parts. First, using data from Hindi, I give a stipulative definition of the compound verb that I believe to be maximally effective in isolating corresponding constructions in other languages. Second, I apply this definition to data from three South Munda languages (GtaQ, Gutob, and Remo). Third, I describe some specific parallels between the South Munda compound verb and that of adjacent Indo-Alan and Dravidian speech forms. Fourth, I take a brief look at published information on the compound verb in Central Munda @aria) and North Munda (Santali and Mundari) , for it is here-if anywhere-that there is evidence for the compound verb's being indigenous to Munda rather than borrowed from IndoAryan and/or Dravidian.
(I) For the purpose of typological comparison I define the compound verb as a polyverbal sequence composed of a main or 'lexical' verb and one (or sometimes more than one) auxiliary verb such that: (1) they are homophonous with main verbs4; and (2) they alternate with their absence. Thus, in:
(a) bijali a gai electricity come WENT5
'The electricity's come on?'
(b) calu kar do ab on do GIVE now 'Put it on now.' the forms kar and ii ('do' and 'come') are the main verbs bearing the main semantic load of the verb phrase in each sentence. The forms do and gai are the auxiliaries (or, more precisely, the expficufors of Masica 1976 'The electricity had come on.'
Removing the modal sak and tensual rah has an easily observable or, better, an easily translatable effect on meaning. Removal of the vectorjii, while affecting the meaning, never does so in a way that would affect the truth value of the utterance as a whole or change an English gloss of it.
(2) Another set excluded by the alternation criterion is that of serial verbs:
(k) papit le ja-o-ge papaya take go-2pl-FUT 'Will you take away the papaya?'
The components of a serial verb do not alternate with their absence. Removal of one of them, for instance, of@ 'go' in (k), yields an expression whose meaning is very different: (I) papita loge papaya take-2pl-FUT 'Will you take (eat or buy) papaya?'
If one confines one's attention to a single language such as Hindi, it is possible to find a more interesting definition of the compound verb, one that shows significant parallels in semantic function and syntactic behavior among a large class of polyverbal sequences: a set of invariant unifying properties such as incollocability with negatives (Hook 1974: 98-103) ; expression of anteriority (Hook 1978b: 149-52), expression of perfective aspect (Poifzka 1972; 543-67; Hook 1987a) , inability to express conation (Hook 1974: 163-78) . However, as I have shown elsewhere (1982 and 1989) , even within Indo-Aryan it is not possible to generalize the relatively rich functional definition of the compound verb that has been developed for Hindi. Therefore, we will examine the compound verb in Munda on the basis of the rather lean (and thus capacious) definition given above.
(II) In the South Munda language Gta?, spoken in Koraput District of Orissa, polyverbal sequences appear with some frequency in the texts available to me. Sequences meeting the definition of the compound verb given above include those formed with auxiliary bi? (homophonous with bi? 'give'), we (homophonous with we 'go') and possibly bo (homophonous with bo 'put; keep'). Thus, bi? in (m):
(m) gte-la hun-dae akaen samwa bason bi?-ke7 then child-3pl this story say GIVE-PST 'Then their child told this story.' (MZ 2:23) is homophonous with main verb bi? in (n):
(n) gro-gco ke samplae nae-ndre-hin bi?-e officer to present our-people-p1 give-FUT 'Our people will give presents to the officers. In Gta?, as in Hindi-Urdu (see example k) and some other South Asian languages, sequences of main verbs can be formally indistinguishable from sequences of main verb plus auxiliary: se? pia? 'break by tearing; rip' or jog flak 'pick up and throw' versus gwe? we 'die-GO; die'. According to Mahapatra (1976: 818-22 In his studies of the (South Munda) Remo verb Fernandez (1967: 35-41; 1983: 28-9 ) lists a cognate form sun 'throw' as an 'intensifier' in 'complex roots' such as bulo sun 'boil over' beside its use as the main verbal element in &-tan sun 'throw away cow-dung'. Other complex roots are formed from wiy 'go' (bana wiy 'forget') and iy 'return' (goy iy 'die'). Use of bed 'give' in Remo appears to be restricted to serial verb sequences (1983:29) .
We may unhestitatingly conclude from these data that South Munda does indeed have a compound verb that satisfies the definition presented in (I). Let us now examine some of the properties of the South Munda compound verb in its area1 context.
(III) The compound verb in South Mundan does not seem to crop up as often as it does in a Hindi text of the same length. In the Gta? texts available to me, I was able to find no more than thirty instances of it out of more than 500 'opportunities' (i.e. about 5 %). In a text from Juray , another South Munda language, there appear not to be any instances of it at all (Zide 1983 The appearance of we GO, too, seems to be restricted. In Mahapatra-Zide it occurs only with gwe 'die' (2:4; 3: 16; 4: 15, 26, 30), far 'come out, emerge' (1: 13, 14; 2: 10, 17) and ga 'enter' (8:2, 14). In the entire collection it occurs not even once with the verb 'become', while Hindi-Urdu ho jii 'become GO' alone accounts for about one in six compound forms in dialogue. ii In this the Gta? system resembles that of Marathi where compound forms of transitive verbs occur relatively more freely than do those of intransitives (see appendices in Hook, 1991).
However, on other counts the divergences of the Gta? system from that of HindiUrdu can be explained most easily be comparing it with that of Oriya, the IndoAryan language of the surrounding population. One of the features which distinguish the compound verb system of Oriya from those of other Indic languages is the infrequent use as auxiliary of nebti (equivalent to Hindi's lena TAKE). Ingestive verbs in Oriya take debii GIVE rather than TAKE: pi de& 'to drink' (cf. Hindi pi lena) and khiii nebii 'to eat' (cf. Hindi kha lena). The expected pi nebii and khiii nebii: struck a native speaker (from Puri) as being North Orissan or Bengalicized. The same is largely true of sensory verbs: dekhi debt? 'to se-e', suni jib5 'to hear' (where jibti is homophonous with 'to go'), etc. For other verbs where the Hindi-knower would expect TAKE there simply is no compound form: for nebii 'to take', no *nei nebii). Hindi forms can only be nikal-kar, lag&kar, k/z&ka-, etc. Elsewhere (Hook 1988), I have shown that the compound verb's ability to occur in different syntactic environments has an inverse correlation with the degrees to which vectors are semantically bleached in different languages and with their overall frequency.
The compound verb systems of Gutob and of Remo are to be distinguished from that of Hindi by the prevalence of an auxiliary homophonous with the verb for 'throw': sun or ~6. It is as frequent as auxiliary her GIVE; whereas &il, its equivalent in Hindi, is much less frequent and semantically more marked than Hindi de GIVE. In this Gutob and Remo seem to have undergone the influence of neighboring Dravidian languages. In fact, two of them Parji (Burrow and Bhattacharya 1963:44) and Ollari (Bhattacharya 1956:47) have the same threefold choice of auxiliaries as Gutob: GIVE, GO, and THROW, with THROW in both Parji and Ollari the most important of the three.
Of course, as persuasive as data of this sort are, we cannot usually be as confident of the direction of influence as we can be of the fact of influence. Indeed, were the compound verb in all of Munda to have the characteristics that we find for it in Gta? and Gutob, it would not be possible to say whether it came into Munda from IndoAryan and Dravidian or vice versa. However, in North Munda and Central Munda (Kharia) there are compound verb systems unlike the ones encountered in Indo-Aryan, Dravidian or South Munda. Because of the isolation and divergence of these systems it is probable that they represent a compound verb proper to Munda, if not to AustroAsiatic in general.
(IV) In his study of South Asia as a linguistic area Masica shows that a construction which appears to meet my definition of the compound verb exists not only in IndoAryan and Dravidian but also (inter alia) in Tajiki, Altaic and (if they are to be considered different from Altaic) Mongolian and Korean. Although he states that the compound verb exists in Munda (Masica 1976:144) (Burrows 1915:89) This auxiliary is reported to mean 'well', to one's advantage' (Deeney 1975:67-71) and 'for one's benefit or comfort' (Hoffman 7:2098) . In this jom seems to parallel (at least in part) the connotations of Hindi's le TAKE (while got? PLUCK and hot?
STRIP parallel Hindi's &Z THROW).
Every one of the twelve auxiliaries (GO, COME, RISE, etc.) in Masica's table of "chief explicator auxiliaries" (p. 46) is found thoroughly mixed and scattered among languages of both the Indo-Aryan and Dravidian families and every one of the languages examined has at least 6 members of the set of 12 (except for Sinhalese which has only 3). The evidence for linguistic convergence here is overwhelming but the mixing has been thorough enough to make the quest for origins or direction of influence very difficult if not impossible. North and Central Munda which: (1) have auxiliaries found nowhere else and which; (2) seem not to have any of the auxiliaries found everywhere else differ sharply from South Mundan languages like Gta?, Remo and Gutob which look to be completely South Asian in their compound verb systems. This means that if there was a compound verb system in Proto-Munda it must have resembled those of North Munda and Kharia. Secondly, the fact that N. Munda and Kharia do not share any auxiliaries with the rest of South Asia (yet even so have developed a compound verb system) makes the possibility of separate (but parallel)
